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Abstract: Data needs to travel from the sender to receiver or
might be stored at one place for instance storing the data in one’s
computer so in both the cases the data confidentiality and data
integrity becomes the major concern. If the data isn’t sent in bulk
then the threats or vulnerabilities are less, but the intruder can try
out all the possible way to change the environment of the system
where here we consider the data stored in a distributed systems.

is an continuous monitoring of the objects.
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1. Introduction
We here collectively explain about how crucial it is to look
at data security in distributed system such that data is unaltered
and made unavailable to the intruders by various algorithmic
approach. Here some Encryption and Decryption techniques are
also addressed.

Fig. 1. RSA method

A. Comparative Analysis
Table 1
Comparative analysis

2. Proposed Methods
The best method among the available processes that ensures
security, confidentiality and also aims at low cost maintenance.
The threats addressed by the authors are-Interception,
Interruption, Modification and Fabrication.
a) Interception->Unauthorized access to a distributed
system.
b) Interruption->When the service is destroyed by
intruder.
c) Modification->change of data by an unauthorized
party.
d) Fabrication->additional data or work is done such
that it is no more in normal state, then it is called
fabrication.
Security solution suggested are encryption by Encryption of
the key exchange protocol which uses both of Symmetric and
Asymmetric cryptographs which is a password based key
against security attacks.
Advantages: Authentication using password based
authentication can in-turn obtain low cost maintenance.
Disadvantage: Intruder can work on all possible sets of
password.
Access and control in distributed system is carried out by
protection domain where the protection is defined by objects,
access and rights. If there is an request for a process then there
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The analysis addresses the security issues and challenges as,
i.
Should take an approach such a way that its main
goal is to provide security.
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ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.
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Should keep a track of systems activity.
Develop security matrices.
Techniques should be integrated like cryptography
method for distributed data communication should
be added.
Apply middleware in distributed security.
Web services may also be added in security issues.

Security at middleware use for data distribution during data
compliment version. Generate the compliment approach such
that the information is kept a secret within the algorithm to
preserve the data.

3. Literature Survey
Jai Pratap Dixit, Dr. Neelendra Badal, Dr. Syed Qamar
Abbas-A Novel Approach Of Distributed Security Mechanism
Of Data Distribution In Distributed Environment.
The aim of this paper is to,
i.
Independently secured data distribution and
transformation through mail.
ii.
Security during data modification.
iii.
Apply and investigate the web services in secure
manner with different stakeholders and different
number of available data.

Fig. 2. Layers of security mechanisms

Issues with distributed environment:
i.
Automated data security at data segmentation and
it’s compliment in secured way through Email.
ii.
Security at middleware for distribution of data
during modification.

Fig. 4. Data Modification Security technique
Table 2
List of Ongoing Trust Based Projects

B. Proposed Security Framework Based on Trust
The major characteristics of the distributed system are;
concurrency of components. As the distributed systems lack
global clock. The rule-based systems the theoretical rules are
applied to observe the reliability of the systems.

A. Algorithm Approach
In this method we use updated algorithm of AES, which use
specification for encryption of electronic data. Here we
conceptually resemble the procedures followed for
cryptography.

Fig. 5. Proposed security framework based on trust

Fig. 3. Message digest process approach

Fig. 6. Number of malicious nodes
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The DNA based cryptographic approach mainly follows the
rule based method. The application of the rule based is crucial
for competitiveness of the distributive computation.

on the number of the systems that are participating in the design.

C. Implementation of Security in Distributed Systems
Distributed systems may also contain systems like grid
computing environment, cloud environment and so on.

Fig. 7. Computing cluster

Fig. 9. Security services (X.800)
Fig. 8. Grid computing system

Security for Computing Clusters: The most common types of
attacks on the clusters are either snooping or node to node
attacks.

5. Conclusion
Hence, to conclude our discussion we need to pay more
attention towards the confidentiality and integrity of the data.
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